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Date

Location

Start Time

End Time

February 1, 2019

AvaLAN Wireless

2:00 p.m.

6:00 p.m.

Week #
22

Meeting Goals: Talked about robots, Got ice cream, Practiced judging, Packed up for
Tennessee state
Team Members in Attendance:
Ian, Megan, Joel, Kye, Jalynn
Tasks

Reflections

Celebration of Worlds

Megan: On February 1st, we spent our meeting preparing for
Tennessee State the next day, and we had ice cream as a team to
celebrate our advancement to World’s from the Alabama State
Championship last week! We gathered all of our supplies,
loaded them into cars, and then Ian and I practiced driving for a
bit. We seemed to be more consistent with the amount of
elements we were scoring, and we can’t wait to compete
tomorrow!

Preparation of Tennessee
State Competition
Driver Practice

Joel: I came in near the end of the meeting, so there was not
much to do. We talked about robots, got ice cream, practiced
judging, packed up for Tennessee state.
Engineering Notebook
- Meeting Entries
Celebration of Worlds

Engineering Notebook
- Display Boards

Jalynn: During today’s meeting, I worked on any entries that
needed additions. I also went with Ms. Jean to pick up Blizzards
for the team to celebrate our advancement to worlds! When we
got back, I continued my work on the Engineering Notebook.
Then, at the end of the meeting, I helped load the cars for the
team’s competition in Tennessee tomorrow.
Kye: On February 1, we worked on our robot getting it ready for
the competition. Also, we re-pinned one of our display boards
and pinned a new board.

Overview
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Team celebrating our advancement to Worlds!

Completed to-do list for our upcoming Tennessee State
Competition
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Date

Location

Start Time

End Time

February 2, 2019

Middle Tennessee State
University, Murfreesboro, TN

7:00 a.m.

6:00 p.m.

Week #
22

Meeting Goals: Tennessee State Competition
Team Members in Attendance:
Ian, Megan, Joel, Kye
Tasks

Reflections

Tennessee State
Championship
- Judging
- Qualifying Matches

Megan: On February 2nd we competed in the first ever Tennessee
State Championship and finished in 9th Place overall. We lost our
first match due to the fact that we disconnected, but this time we
realized that static wasn’t involved. We weren’t near anything metal,
in fact, we were collecting from the crater when we simply died.
Afterwards we changed out the OTG and USB cable, and it seemed
to help, and we didn’t disconnect again throughout the day. We also
won our second, fourth, and fifth match, though we lost our third
match by five points. Unfortunately, a cube got stuck in our robot and
prevented our arm from being able to lower enough to collect
elements and we weren’t able to get it back out.
Kye: On February 2, we had judging in the morning. After our
speech, the judges asked us questions about our robot and what we
learned while being on the team.

Tennessee State
Championship
- Alliance Selection
and Finals

Megan: During alliance selection, we were the first pick from the 4th
seeded team, the Oak Ridge Wonder Women, and the second pick
was Tennessee Robotics Club. Even though we lost both of the semifinal matches, we had a great time on an alliance with them!
Kye: Later in the day we were picked by the Wonder Women to be
on their alliance, and they also picked TRC to be on the alliance as
well. We lost the first two rounds of the semi-finals, so we did not
move on to the finals.
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Tennessee State
Championship
- Awards Ceremony

Megan: Then, it was time for awards. We won 2nd Place Control, and
we were the Inspire Award winner! We couldn’t be more excited and
proud! We’re very happy we were able to attend–it was an awesome
experience!

Tennessee State
Championship
- Observation
- Pit

Joel: At the Tennessee state, I got to look at a lot of the same robots
as Alabama and study some cool mechanism. I also stayed and
answered questions people had, watched a few matches, and studied
wireless interference.

Tennessee State
Championship
- Competition Details

Ian: We completed robot and field inspection without trouble (this
time the robot weighed in at 41.6 lbs, which I found to be a
surprising deviation from our AL state weight, considering that we
hadn't added anything substantial to the robot in the past week). Our
judging presentation went very well, and we felt good about our
match schedule at the beginning of the day. Unfortunately, we
disconnected in our first match (even with our efforts to reduce static
issues). However, this disconnect was different from all of our
previous ones. In the past, we've disconnected when we touch the
lander leg (which is metal), and so we assumed that it was an ESD
event. However, we disconnected while in the crater this time,
making absolutely no contact with metal components on the field.
We found this to be rather peculiar, prompting us to replace the
Mini-USB and OTG cables connecting the hub to the phone. We've
replaced the OTG cable before, but we had been using the same USB
cable for the entire season. After doing this, we didn't disconnect for
the rest of the day. We also lost our third qualification match (by 5
points!). We did experience a new issue in this match. A gold
mineral fell into our robot, and lodged itself into a hole in the drive
train plates (which reduce weight). In doing so, this cube jammed
against the scoring arms when we tried to move them into a
collecting position. This prevented us from collecting more minerals.
This is something we're going to fix in the future (either with
something as simple as duct tape, or something as complex as
re-milling the plates with a small bit of material left over to make
that surface smooth, so that the cubes will fall off.
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Tennessee State
Championship
- Competition Details
(Continued)

Ian: We won our second, fourth, and fifth qualification matches
(going 3-2 in qualifications overall), and we were the first pick of the
4th seeded alliance captain. We unfortunately lost in our first
semifinals match, and lost our second one (again by 5 points!),
eliminating us. However, we won the Inspire award! This is the
team's second state-level Inspire award (the first being from the
Velocity Vortex season in 2016-2017), and I'm extremely happy that
we received this award. We were also nominated for the control
award. Overall, the robot performed well at this event.
We did experience some issues with the sampling vision detector in
this venue, which we think were due to the extremely variable
lighting conditions (overhead lights varied wildly, and there were
windows along two of the four walls, changing the lighting as the
time changed). I’m going to investigate further into ways to fix this,
but I’m still happy with how we performed.

Action during the Tennessee State Championship
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We won the
Inspire Award!

The two Alabama
teams that have
advanced to
Worlds:
7842 Browncoats
and
13808 Time Travelers
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Date

Location

Start Time

End Time

February 7, 2019

AvaLAN Wireless

2:00 p.m.

6:00 p.m.

Week #
23

Meeting Goals: Getting ready for Arkansas State Competition
Team Members in Attendance:
Ian, Megan
Tasks

Reflections

Competition Preparation
- Supply Gathering
- Driving Practice

Megan: On February 7th, the team got together for final
preparations for our trip to Arkansas. We pulled together all of
our tools and we packed everything we needed. Once we’d
finished with that, Ian and I practiced driving for as long as we
could to warm ourselves up for the competition on Saturday.
Ian: We spent this meeting doing final preparations for the
Arkansas State Championship on the 9th. Megan and I did a bit
of driver practice. I ran all of the autonomous routes a few times
to see if the inconsistent behavior was still present in the vision
detector and navigation software. I did not see any evidence of
either on our field. We spent the rest of the meeting packing our
tools and equipment.

Ian and Megan
practicing scoring minerals
in lander
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Ian examining Vera

Ian and our coach, Mr. Jeff testing the intake and arms
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Date

Location

Start Time

End Time

February 9, 2019

Springdale, AR

7:00 a.m.

6:00 p.m.

Week #
23

Meeting Goals: Arkansas State Competition
Team Members in Attendance:
Ian, Megan, Joel
Tasks

Reflections

Arkansas State
Championship
- Previous Night
- Robot Inspection
-Judging

Joel: We drove out to Arkansas, and later that night, set up most of our

Arkansas State
Championship
Qualifying Matches

Megan: On February 9th, we competed at the Arkansas State Champion-

pit. We also got robot inspection done.

Ian: We started the day by completing our field inspection (we had
completed robot inspection the night prior, but couldn’t do field inspection due to our drive coach having not arrived in Arkansas yet). After that,
we practiced our judging presentation. We felt good about our judging
presentation after leaving the judging room, and headed to the practice
fields to get a bit of practice in before lunch.
ship! We had an incredible day, and we’re so thankful we were able to
come! During qualification matches, we went undefeated and finished in
1st Place! In previous competitions, we were having trouble with static and
inconsistent autonomous, however, they both worked every time throughout the day and we didn’t have any problems with disconnecting, which
we’re very happy about.

Ian: Our qualification matches went very well! The robot performed very
consistently throughout the day, and I’m happy with how it worked. We
finished qualifications with a 6-0 record and were seeded first going into
alliance selection.

Arkansas State
Championship
- Alliance Selection
and Finals

2/09/19

Megan: For our final alliance, we chose team 7209 Tech Hogs Robotics
as our first pick, and team 14586 Einstein’s Cross as our second pick. We
won both of our semi-finals matches, though we lost both of the finals
matches. Even so, we’re so honored to have been the Finalist Alliance
Captain, and we had so much fun being on an alliance with both teams!
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Arkansas State
Championship
- Alliance Selection
and Finals
(continued)

Ian: Our alliance won both of our semifinal matches and advanced to the

Arkansas State
Championship
- Awards Ceremony

Megan: For awards, we were a Finalist Alliance Captain, won 3rd Place

finals. Unfortunately, we encountered heavy defense (something that we
had very little experience countering), which slowed us down significantly. We’re going to practice in the future with simulated defense to
prevent such slow downs from happening again.

Motivate, 2nd Place Innovate, and 1st Place Connect, which is actually a
first for our team! We’re very happy with how we did, and we can’t wait
for our next competition: World’s!

Ian: The team also won the Connect award! Overall, I’m very happy with
how we performed at the Arkansas Championship.

Arkansas State
Championship
- Observation
- Pit

Joel: I stayed at the pit and answered questions, and watched a few
matches. And I noticed, when we did not have static problems, our robot
preforms great. I also studied some sorting systems and was very impressed by one.

The Browncoats with Vera and our newly won awards: Finalist Alliance Captain, the Innovate,
Motivate, and Connect Awards!
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Date

Location

Start Time

End Time

February 15, 2019

AvaLAN Wireless

2:00 p.m.

6:00 p.m.

Week #
24

Meeting Goals: Team discussion
Team Members in Attendance:
Ian, Megan, Joel, Kye, Jalynn
Tasks

Reflections

Team Discussion
- Needed Improvements

Ian: We spent most of the day evaluating the past 3 weeks of state
championships, and discussing our observed strengths, weaknesses,
and potential upgrades. Our main points to improve upon were
driver practice with defense, a potentiometer on the arm rotation to
more accurately track the position of it (previously we used the
motor encoder, but the belt can skip. This prevents catastrophic
system failure if the belt skips, but the motor encoder also loses
position, rendering our automated endpoints for the arms useless.),
and a significantly better intake. The main points of the
improvement for the intake is a much faster sweeper, a deposit
filtering system (rather than filtering balls out and never scoring
them), and potentially a double-wide (where elements are stored
side by side instead of in single-file) system. We’d like to use a
motor for the sweeper rotation, but we’re concerned about weight.
To combat this, the possibility of using a custom single stage belt
reduction from a bare motor was introduced. This would
significantly reduce the weight of the motor, and it would allow us
to customize our sweeper ratio.

Team Discussion

Jalynn: Today’s meeting was the team’s discussion about worlds
preparation. However, since most of the team was under the
weather or recovering, the meeting was cut short. During the
discussion, we talked about changes we wanted to make to the
robot, Engineering Notebook, and pit, as well as our driving
methods and fund-raising. In the end, we had a good list of needed
improvements going that we’ll get started on next week!
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The team discussing
improvements needed
before Worlds

Complete to-do list
of pre-Worlds improvements
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Date

Location

Start Time

End Time

February 22, 2019

AvaLAN Wireless

2:00 p.m.

6:00 p.m.

Week #
25

Meeting Goals: Brainstorming new intake designs
Team Members in Attendance:
Ian, Megan, Joel, Jalynn
Tasks

Reflections

Robot Hardware
- Intake Design

Ian: We started today’s meeting by removing the current intake from
the robot to weigh it. This gave us a rough weight ceiling for any
improvements that we’d like to make. The intake weighed in at 2.15lbs
with all the mounting hardware, which was encouraging. From here,
we started brainstorming about the details of a new intake. We decided
that we didn’t want the intake to rotate out beyond the robot body, and
we would prefer it to be rigidly mounted to the arms. This would
reduce the complexity of the system, and would eliminate one of our
main slowdowns in intaking, which was correctly seating the intake
onto the floor. However, we quickly realized that we would lose a
significant amount of reach on the arms by doing this. In having our
intake rotate out at the start of the match, we gained a very significant
6+” of reach. This allowed us to reach the vast majority of elements in
the crater. Without this additional 6” or so of reach, we would be
limited to the front 2/3rds of the crater, which we weren’t satisfied
with. We began brainstorming solutions to solve this, and decided
upon a rather ambitious idea. It involves a slight strategy change,
where we would effectively “move” the rotation point of the arm
forward, shifting it closer to the crater rim. Currently the arm has
approximately 120 degrees of range (due to some interferences beyond
that), and we would need to figure out how to expand that to at least
180 degrees (or shift the range of motion to a different segment of the
arm’s rotation). We’re not entirely sure if this idea is feasible (I’m
going to investigate the plausibility of it in CAD tonight), but it has a
very high potential payoff if we can pull it off.
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Robot Hardware
- Intake Design
(continued)

Megan: On February 22nd, the team met to try and figure out exactly
what we want to do to continue. We examined the robot in its current
state, and we realized that if we made a double wide intake instead of a
single wide like we currently have, we wouldn’t be able to reach into
the farthest corner of the crater, and we didn’t like the idea of having
elements we couldn’t reach. So, we began wondering if we’d be able to
change the way the arm rotates. Instead of lowering the arm to score in
front of the robot, would we be able to rotate it so that it lowered
behind it? That way we wouldn’t lose any reach because of the length
of the robot, and it would definitely be able to reach to the farthest
corner. Our only problem with this is that we’d have to do some
considerable redesigning, as we don’t have enough room currently, and
too many things are in the way of the axle that supports it. We started
thinking of ways we could go about this. There are two plates in the
way, so if we redesigned them to be smaller and not take up as much
room, there’s a possibility it’ll allow enough space for the arm to
rotate. Even so, we wanted to be absolutely certain we had a chance
before taking anything apart, so Ian said he’d try modeling it in CAD
to see if it’s even remotely possible. For the time being, we went back
to the intake, except at the moment we wanted to look at the desirable
angle for scoring instead of the exact design. We used our current
intake model and changed the angle of it slightly each time we scored
to see where the cubes landed, and then Ian did some math to
determine the best angle. He decided that it should be between 15
degrees and 45 degrees, on a 2"-4" plate. Because nobody is sure
which intake design we want to pursue, we decided that tomorrow’s
meeting will be spent using cardboard to put together rough proof of
principles to test which one might work best.
Joel: We brainstormed about ideas for a new intake or even redoing
some of the robot. We had to change our intake since we knew it
would not hold out for worlds. we reached a conclusion of just redoing
the intake and next to nothing on the robot.

Engineering
Notebook
- Meeting Entries

2/22/19

Jalynn: At today’s meeting, I worked on the entries for the past three
state competitions (Alabama, Tennessee, and Arkansas). I followed the
format I used for the Arkansas qualifier with a few changes to match
what was already put in for Alabama and Tennessee so I didn’t have to
completely redo the entries.
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Measuring the old collector’s reach into the crater

Computation to determine the desired range of collector angles while
dispensing
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Weighing the old collector - 2.15 lbs.

Discussing ideas for increasing the robot’s reach into the crater - considering what
it would take to rotate the arms behind the robot
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Date

Location

Start Time

End Time

February 23, 2019

AvaLAN Wireless

2:00 p.m.

6:00 p.m.

Week #
25

Meeting Goals: Worked on a prototype collector
Team Members in Attendance:
Ian, Megan, Joel, Kye
Tasks

Reflections

Robot Hardware
- Intake Design

Ian: I determined that the idea proposed yesterday is nearly impossible
with our current system. So we briefly continued brainstorming new
ideas, and decided on adding a “half stage” to the current arms, and
spring-loading those. They would deploy at the beginning of the match
and stay deployed throughout the match, providing us with the extra 6in
of reach we need. This also has the benefit of not requiring motor power
to extend, which the current system is already pushing the extension
motor to its limit. With a solid idea to extend our reach into the crater, we
began making filtering mockups out of cardboard. I worked primarily on
a single wide filter, which consisted of a single beam raised
approximately 2.4” above the dispenser plate. This beam was angled
around 35 degrees, and the balls would contact the beam and travel along
the angle (to the right, which is where the ball cargo hold is), while the
cubes would travel underneath the beam. It worked very well, and I’m
satisfied with it. Joel worked on a double-wide filter. It also performed
well, but I am concerned about the accuracy of it. A few of the intaking
scenarios gave the system a lot of trouble. I’m not yet convinced that the
potential speed increase of a double wide intake (which may be negligible
as is) won’t simply be counteracted by the slower dispense speed. I also
made an intake frame out of some old intake plates, but with a wider
profile. This would allow the balls to go through as well. I did this with
the intention of testing the variety of tubing that we have at the
approximate expected speed of the new intake. However, the motor was
mounted poorly to the frame, and the belt powering the sweeper skipped
often. Even with these issues, I determined that our current tubing options
would not work. One of our tubing options was too stiff, and the other
was far too flexible. We’re going to order a variety of tubing to allow us
to test other options.
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Robot Hardware
- Intake Design
(continued)

Megan: On February 23rd, we began putting together our intake proof
of principles. Ian and I decided to attack the single wide intake with a
simple sorter, and Joel decided to take on a double wide intake. Both
sorter ideas were very similar with only a few differences. The one Ian
and I made had a slot for the cubes to fall in, and the slot had a beam
connected on top of it that allowed the balls to roll off of it and into the
ball side of the cargo hold. The first time we tested it, it worked well,
however we decided to make the angle of the beam a little more severe
so the balls would roll in faster. After testing a few different options,
we decided we still weren't sure which angle was the best, so we
decided that when we model it, we should make different holes in the
plate for screws so we can adjust the angle as we see fit. To our delight,
the cube sorter was extremely fast, and even when the cube went in
crookedly, they still fell in without any trouble. We were very happy
with the results, and Ian's going make a more intricate model in CAD.
As for Joel's intake, it was very promising, as it would be easy to stow,
and more than likely, we wouldn't have to worry about intaking three
elements on accident. Our main concern was that when there was a
cube on the ball side and a ball on the cube side, they would get
jammed, and they wouldn't sort properly. When there were two balls,
or two cubes, or when the ball was on the ball side and the cube was on
the cube side, it worked very well, however. Joel's going to work with
it some more and try to fix this issue.
By the end of the day, we still didn't know which option we wanted to
pursue, as both have their pros and cons, so we're going to continue
with both for now and decide after they've both been properly tested.
Joel: We tested a few cardboard dispensers and we started to lean
towards the idea that a single wide intake and dispenser might be the
best solution for our problem.
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Testing the accuracy of a
cardboard and duct tape
prototype sorter

Considering the dimensions
of a side-by-side collector can it fit within the 18-inch
cube?
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Calculating the minimum angle of the intake deposit
plate

Prototype motor-driven single-wide collector, assembled out of
old parts, duct tape, cardboard, and zip ties

Testing the effectiveness of a single-wide, motor-driven prototype collector
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